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This book contains a wealth of practical information for the person interested in, planning to engage

in, or actively engaged in the ministry of deliverance. With over 1 million copies in print worldwide,

Pigs in the Parlor remains the authoritative book on the subject of demons and deliverance.Frank

Hammond explains the practical application of the ministry of deliverance, patterned after the

ministry of Jesus Christ. He presents information on such topics as: How demons enter, When

deliverance is needed, Seven steps in receiving & ministering deliverance, Seven steps in

maintaining deliverance, Self deliverance, Demon manifestations, Binding and loosing, Practical

advice for the deliverance minister, Answers to commonly asked questions, and more!The

Hammonds also present a categorized list of 53 Demonic Groupings, including various behavior

patterns and addictions.
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1. Is this an in depth presentation?This book is divided into 23 short chapters, covering a broad

range of topics. The essential elements of ground level (or personal) spiritual warfare are well

presented. I would say that the book qualifies as a very good introduction.2. To what extent does

the author address current situations?In Mark's version of the great commission (Mark 16:15-18)

Jesus said "And these signs will accompany those who believe: In my name they will drive out

demons..." (Mark 16:17). Jesus made it clear that the discipling of the nations would go hand in

hand with personal deliverance. Jesus is coming back for a spotless bride and the deliverance



ministry will be one of the things that prepares the bride. In chapter 4 the authors say the

following:Deliverance is an essential part of the preparation of the bride of Christ - getting rid of

"spots" and "wrinkles". Since the church for which Christ is coming is to be "holy and without

blemish" we must agree that unclean spirits must be purged from our lives.They further go on to

state (see Revelation 19:7) that this cleansing is the responsibility of the church.So in answering

whether the author address current situations, I would give a resounding "Yes". This topic will stay

current until the bride has indeed made herself ready.3. Was there any new information?There was

quite a bit of new information in this book. Here follows the chapters and the new information found

in them:* Demonic manifestations (Ch 10). The different ways that demons manifest is fascination.

The manifestation of the demon of death as well as the demon of worldly dancing was new

information to me.
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